The Wendy House Shingay

October Newsletter 2018
Dates for your diary:
Christmas Party: Wednesday 19th December.
Party food for lunch, a visit to the grotto and
lots of festive fun and games!

We are very much looking forward to having lots of spooky
fun this month as we prepare for Halloween, and in
particular our Halloween party on Wednesday 31st October.
We look forward to sharing the photos next month.
Please note the party will only be for children that usually
attend Wednesdays.

This is open to all Poppies, Daisies and
Sunflowers. If your child does not attend on
Wednesdays there will be no charge, we
just ask that you drop off at 9.15 am and
collect at 12.15 pm.
Christmas closure: Friday 21st December,
6.15 pm.
New Year opening: Wednesday 2nd January,
7.45 am.

Children are welcome to wear fancy dress, however please
can we remind parents to keep this age appropriate and
relevant to your child’s interests, avoiding any outfits that
have religious or political connotations (as per our Equality
Policy).
Many thanks!

Wrapping up for autumn and winter!

Cakes
We would like to inform you that, in line
with our healthy eating and allergy
policies, we will no longer be accepting
cakes brought into Nursery.

With the weather gradually getting chillier, please can we
ask that you ensure that the children have appropriate
clothing, coats and shoes and that bags are fully stocked with
hats and gloves. We intend to make the most of our
wonderful outdoor spaces and witness the changes to the
environment first hand and do not want any of the children
to miss out.
Thank you!

Please rest assured that if your child is
celebrating their birthday we will make
them feel very special with plenty of
singing, dancing and birthday fun!
Thank you for your support.

The Wendy House turns 15!
September saw The Wendy House celebrate its 15th birthday and party fever hit the Nursery with us all
joining in with party games and celebrating all the joy we have experienced. The children showed such
enthusiasm for games, especially ones that involved balloons! Dawn baked a tasty birthday cake we could
all share after a good rendition of ‘Happy Birthday’. The children all worked really hard decorating their
rooms, and the Sunflowers joined the staff in taking trips down memory lane.
Jacquie’s mum, Joan, sent us our 15th Birthday Bear! Joan was an original member of staff all those years
ago and loves to hear about all the things we do – and we love getting our annual bear!
It’s been an amazing 15 years and we feel incredibly privileged to have been able to care for so many
wonderful children, helping to support them through their early years whilst continually striving to develop
our practice and offer the best facilities and learning opportunities to the children.
We thank you for your continued support and look forward to the next 15 years and beyond!

The Wendy House Conservation activities
World Rhinoceros Day…

Harvest Festival…

Fun and games inside and out!

News from the Rooms...
Bluebells
The Bluebells spent most of September absorbed in aeroplanes, watching them in the sky as they flew over
their heads whilst out in and around the grounds. With Lily and Tate having come back from holiday, this
sparked our enjoyment further with Annie setting up various activities for the children to get involved with.
The children started moving like aeroplanes whilst listening to music - Cora beamed as she put her arms
out and copied Annie’s movements to resemble a plane zooming in the sky. The Bluebells also used their
hands and fingers to mix paint together to design their own aeroplane to showcase in the room. Laurence
squelched the paint between his fingers whilst Lily made small marks with her fingers.
Chloe shared tales of her weekend, with her favourite playing with pop-up toys. In the Bluebell room
Hannah provided different toys for Chloe to demonstrate how she can manipulate these by pressing
buttons, turning dials and sliding catches. As each action was carried out successfully it gave all of the
Bluebells great joy. This soon moved on to Emmie and Lily filling and emptying boxes with the pop-up
toys. Lily would smile and clap her hands when one fitted into the box and then if one did not she would
problem solve until it did fit or Hannah showed her another box to use. Laurence began stacking the toys
up and using a ball to knock them all down. He then showed a sense of kindness by passing the coloured
balls around to everyone so they could each have a turn at knocking the towers down.
Bluebells at the Conservation Cabin
September has brought the start of autumn, which led the Bluebells to look at all the different colours they
had noticed whilst out and about. Many of the children had been on walks to see off summer and
welcome the autumn season. The best thing about autumn is all the leaves being on the ground, hearing
them crunch under foot and seeing the different shades of colours. Lisa explored this with us, bringing
leaves from our walks inside so we could enjoy the full sensory experience in more detail.
This month in the cabin the Bluebells enjoyed activities focusing on Rhinos. These amazing creatures
captivated the Bluebells as Annie and Hannah showed them books with key facts and the children used
their hands to create a grey rhino.
Harvest festival was also celebrated this month by the Bluebells taking a trip to the allotment to see all the
produce we have grown over the summer. The bright and vibrant tomatoes caught the eyes of Tate and
Cora who became animated when they touched them and they fell off the plant and into their hands.
This month we give the warmest of welcomes to Dash and Oliver as they start at The Wendy House.
Cora moves through the gate to become a Poppy this month, we know she will have a great time!

Poppies
The Poppies had an exciting start to September with the news of a new family member for Angus, a puppy
called Hector. With the help of his big brother George we got to hear all about Hector’s needs and how
Angus and his family care for Hector. Callie would shout “Woof” or “Dog” every time Hector’s name was
mentioned. With this in mind we created a small world area where the Poppies could each have their own
puppy to look after, making sure there was water and food and plenty of cuddles! George selected the
biggest cuddly toy dog he could find and grew so attached he wanted his dog by his side all day, showing
him the garden, sharing his meals and even allowing him to explore the cabin.
The Poppies continued with an animal/pet themed month, with fish being the next to catch their attention.
Ivy saw lots of fish on her holiday and Sophia visited an aquarium shop. The Poppies placed fish in a tray
of water and splashed around, as the fish would move. Spencer would repeat “Fish fish”, whilst Violet
used her lips to impersonate a fish encouraging her friends to have a turn as everyone giggled. Ivy carried a
baby doll with her whilst looking at the fish, holding it tight and comforting it by rubbing it’s head. Callie
and Ava followed her lead and soon it became a mother and baby outing, with them all holding their
babies and caring for them as they played alongside their friends.
Poppies at the Conservation Cabin
The cabin this month has followed the same theme as the Poppy room, with their main focus being on
animals. The Poppies had the opportunity to watch some clips from our night vision camera and could see
an owl, rabbits and a spider on their screen. Whilst in the cabin the Poppies explored different wildlife
posters and would mimic the sounds Sophie and Alexandra made.
Rhino awareness day flowed nicely into their plans as the Poppies went on a hunt through the maze
feeling all the different textures as they explored their environment on the search for rhinos. Needless to
say they were unsuccessful finding any as the Sunflowers pointed out upon their return that “Rhinos live in
Africa”.
Finally, harvest festival sparked some colour into the Poppy room. Having seen all the produce growing in
our allotment and once picked they could explore it further through messy plays and creative activities. A
celebration of food, colour and texture!
We offer a big welcome to Cora as she joins us from the Poppy room, we hope you enjoy your time with
us. We also offer a sad farewell to Albert and Ivy as they head up to the Daisy room but we know they’ll
have lots of fun!

Daisies
September started with the Daisies shouting “All aboard the Daisy Express”, as the Daisies explored a very
keen interest in trains to start the month off. We created our own track with the wooden pieces, joining
them together with Oliver and William determined to use all the pieces and make the track as long and
windy as possible. Joshua placed all the trains on the track as Charlie said, “Trains go fast”. Isabel counted
all the wheels she could see with help from Lara and Amelie. Zoe wanted to see if the trains had people in
like the ones she had seen so Amanda thought it best to create a train set up in the garden using our
wooden train. Tickets were made and each Daisy had a turn at being the conductor, the driver or the busy
passengers all needing to get to London for work.
Harvest festival made a big impression on our Daisies, as it began by watching the tractors in the fields
around the Nursery. Collecting produce from the allotment along with pears from our tree and blackberries
from our bushes, the Daisies wanted to see what they could do with all the goodness we had grown. They
settled on a pasta salad for tea as Sebastian said it was one of his favourites. We also stewed the fruit over
the stove at the cabin, with the help of a grown-up of course! Being involved in the full process from
picking, prepping and cooking seemed to inspire the children to eat all of the vegetables and fruit, even
asking for seconds. Not even the vegetable peel was wasted as the Daisies used this to create potions in
our outdoor kitchen, allowing their minds to run wild with spells and magic whilst enjoying the sensory
experience of the different scents, textures and colours.
The feel of magic continued as Emily told everyone about her fairy wand, which encouraged the Daisies to
create their own wands. Darcey meanwhile decided that using sticks and grass, collected from the
grounds, would make excellent wands. The remainder of the group soon followed this fabulous idea and
they were all left casting their spells!
Daisies at the Conservation Cabin
‘Rhino Awareness Day’ was a big hit in the Daisy room, with each child making a mask and setting off on
a walk through our maze. We moved liked rhinos, blending into the long tall grass. The boldness of the
grey meant that they were not very well camouflaged, but with the Daisies learning that rhinos have a big
horn on their noses to protect themselves they soon realised they didn’t need to hide away and instead
stomped through the grass like the big brave animals rhinos are.
The wet weather caused a surge of excitement within the Daisies as this meant the Nursery grounds were
wet and perfect for making mud pies, mud faces and even a mud hedgehog. This showcased the Daisies
working as a team, collecting the wet soil and making “Mud mound”, whilst listening to one another’s
ideas. When making a hedgehog Sebastian said, “It must have prickles” with Darcey adding, “Don’t forget
its eyes and nose”!
All the Daisies are thrilled to welcome Albert and Ivy into their room - they cannot wait for you to join
in the fun! It’s also time for Darcey, Lara, Isabel, Amelie and Sebastian to move through to the Sunflower
room. We know you’re going to have a great time.

Sunflowers
With September being synonymous for harvest, it was fitting that we started the month with George kindly
bringing in a plum from his plum tree to show everyone – we even got a taste of the fresh produce. This
led to the Sunflowers taking a walk around the grounds to see what wonders they could find to eat.
Coming across our pear tree, apple tree and blackberry bushes along with the allotment gave the
Sunflowers plenty to taste and talk about. Back indoors, Ayla wanted to make a map to show her Mummy
where all the fruit was found, being very specific on including the landmarks they passed, “We need to
show the cabin and allotment” she said. This activity demonstrated the children’s understanding of the
environment, as well showing good recall when describing the features and plants we see daily.
Quinn happily shared one of his stories from home, ‘Pirates love underpants’. This sparked a conversation
about what pirates do and the ships they use. The Sunflowers worked together to build a ship out of the
soft play blocks. “I am using a telescope to see, pirates have telescopes” Harrison said as he stood at the
top looking out. Lesley showed the Sunflowers how they could make their own telescopes to use on our
ship in the garden. “I can see jellyfish,” said Orin as he used his telescope to look out to sea. Lauren then
showed the Sunflowers what jellyfish looked liked explaining all about their tentacles and how they swim
and why they can sting to protect themselves. Lochlan and Annika showed great interest in wanting to
create their own jellyfish to take home for their Mummies and Daddies. They got to work quickly and soon
a conversation begun about the size of their tentacles and how many each jellyfish should have, with the
children comparing and counting whilst using mathematical and positional language throughout.
Sunflowers at the Conservation Cabin
The Sunflowers have enjoyed so many activities this month over in the cabin. Their focus started on
feathers as George B brought in feathers he found on a beach. We went on a feather hunt, starting in the
nature maze and spreading to Wendy Wood, seeing how many we could find. We collected them up and
once back in the cabin the Sunflowers used a bird watchers book to see if they could match the feathers
with the patterns on the different birds. We even sat quietly watching the bird feeders to see if we had any
visitors to compare more closely.
‘Rhino Awareness Day’ gave the Sunflowers the opportunity to play ‘charge’ around the grounds, which
involved the children moving like rhinos whilst listening to specific instructions – great for developing
concentration and listening skills. Once we had discussed key facts about rhinos and their behaviour in
their natural habitat, the Sunflowers only thought it fitting to behave in the same way. Using items they had
collected from the zero waste campaign, the Sunflowers created a pop up rhino in grass, which needed
delicate cutting to make a hole in a cup, along with fine marks for colouring in their grass and rhinos. The
Sunflowers love to talk about all animals and it’s fantastic to see them developing this interest by not only
understanding how and where they live but also the struggles they face and how we can help them.
Harvest Festival started as it always does in the Sunflower room with the reading of ‘The Little Red Hen’.
This story is a firm favourite amongst all of the children, with them each saying as a group “Not me, I’m
too busy”. The Sunflowers went to watch Dawn make rolls for their tea and luckily they helped Dawn with
the preparation so could all reap the benefits at tea time!
All of the Sunflowers would like to welcome Darcey, Lara, Amelie, Isabel and Sebastian to the room. We
hope you are ready for all the exciting activities we have planned.

